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Buried deep underground in a mine coated with precious gemstones, infinite dwarven 
treasures are waiting to be discovered� Invite your players to embark on an exciting 
journey in search of untold riches in Dwarfs Fortune™�

As players work their way through the mines, their goal is to reach greater depths 
and trigger the Hold the Jackpot bonus round that can reward them with Jackpots 
as high as 2,500x their bet! Innovative Increasing Value Cash symbols and Collector 
symbols unite their powers to boost players’ engagement as they keep digging  
to unearth colossal winnings�

Dwarfs Fortune™ combines easy-to-understand mechanics with a collection of 
innovative new features to create an ultimate gaming experience� It’s a real gem 
of a game!

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features:
Hold the Jackpot bonus, Multiplier Symbols, 

Increasing Value Sticky Symbol, Wild Symbol,  
Gamble Feature, Buy Feature

Reels:

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:
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Dwarfs FortuneTM

Slot Games
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Triggered by 6 Bonus symbols of any type, the Hold the Jackpot bonus round takes players deep into the mines on a rollercoaster ride to riches, allowing them to collect 
Bonus symbols and big wins along the way� Cash symbols offer prizes up to 15x player’s bet, while the value of new Increasing Value Cash symbols increases to infinity 

with every Re-Spin� There are also Special Bonus symbols that can only appear on the top row of the reels� Jackpot symbols award corresponding Mini, Minor, and Major Jackpots� 
Mystery symbols can transform into any other Bonus symbol, while Dwarfs Mystery symbols guarantee a Jackpot win� Finally, innovative Collector symbols accumulate all values 

from Cash and Increasing Value Cash symbols drawn on the reels below up to 9 times� Filling that golden minecart to the brim with golden diamonds brings huge prizes 
that can increase to infinity� If players manage to collect 20 Bonus symbols, their hard work is rewarded with the Grand Jackpot of 2,500x their bet!

Hold the Jackpot
Thrilling bonus round with new innovative Bonus symbols
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Bonus Symbol
Drawing at least 6 Bonus symbols of any type activates the Hold the Jackpot Bonus�

Cash Symbol
Cash symbols award prizes ranging from 1x-10x, 12x and 15x player’s bet�

Increasing Value Sticky Cash Symbol
Increasing Value Sticky Cash symbols stick to the reels for up to 9 Re-Spins, 
increasing the chances of activating the Hold the Jackpot Bonus� 
Their value increases by the bet with every spin�
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Increasing Value Cash Symbol 
Increasing Value Cash symbols award prizes ranging from 1x-10x, 12x and 15x player’s bet
and their value increases to infinity with every Re-Spin�

Jackpot Symbol 
Jackpot symbols can randomly appear during the Hold the Jackpot bonus round and award 
corresponding Jackpots: Mini Jackpot of 20x player’s bet, Minor Jackpot of 50x player’s bet,
and Major Jackpot of 150x player’s bet� Multpile Jackpots of the same type may be won
during the bonus game�

Mystery Symbol
Cash symbols award prizes ranging from 1x-10x, 12x and 15x player’s bet�
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Dwarfs Mystery Symbol
Dwarfs Mystery symbols can only transform into Mini, Minor and Major Jackpot symbols
and open one by one at the end of the Bonus Game�

Special Bonus symbols (Collector symbols, Jackpot symbols,
Mystery and Dwarfs Mystery symbols) can only appear on the top row of the reels, 

while Cash and Increasing Value Cash symbols can only appear on the bottom reels�

Collector Symbol
When a Collector symbol is drawn, it is assigned a random countdown value from 1 to 9�
With each spin, the Collector symbol accumulates all values from Cash and Increasing
Value Cash symbols drawn on the reels below, until its countdown reaches 0�
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Wild Symbol
Wild symbols substitute for all symbols except for Bonus symbols�

Multiplier Symbols
Multiplier symbols can only be drawn on the top row of the reels
and multiply the total win by 2x, 3x, 5x or 7x�
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Let your players discover infinite dwarven treasures
hidden deep in the mines of Dwarfs Fortune™!


